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Businesses are these days almost synonymous with fast internet speed. You know your business is
not heading anywhere if you are still working with the old bandwidths that practically take days to
transfer information from one server to another. Well if you are an entrepreneur who is still stuck in
the ancient internet days, you need to upgrade to the fiber optic internet which is currently taking
over the world. With fiber optic you are guaranteed fast internet speeds and faster, efficient
communication with your clients. You especially need to upgrade to fiber optics if you are still using
the DSL internet.

Understand why DSL and other slower bandwidths are not ideal

Cable service providers and those in the phone carrier industry have been the ones most affected
by improvements in the bandwidth sector. Digital subscriber lines otherwise referred to as DSL, use
copper lines to transfer data directly to people in residential houses. When using DSL, the internet
speeds range from about 1.5 megabits per second to 6 megabits per second and this is
downstream speed. Upstream speeds with DSL are dismal at only 640 kilobits per second max.A
DSL modem has to be used to get the service up and running. Now compare this to fiber optics
internet which gives you a whole new world of communication. With fiber internet, you get the
chance to transmit, video, voice and internet all at the same time.

Instead of electricity, fiber internet uses modulated light coupled with just one strand of optic fiber.
This gives it a very clear advantage that DSL and other systems will never have over it; it never
suffers inhibitions brought about by interferences of an electrical nature. This ensures that your
internet is always up and running keeping your business at the top. The bandwidth you get from
optical fiber is a far cry from the disappointing speeds of DSL and others like it. You get up to 40
megabits per second for downstreams and a good 5 megabits per second upstream.

Why you need to upgrade to fiber optics

Fiber optics internet clearly has an advantage over the older forms of internet. Before you upgrade
to fiber optic however, youmust fully comprehend what the implications foryourbusiness are and
what you and your business stand to gain by investing in fiber optics. First andforemost is the ever
mounting pressure that businesses are facing to get faster internet and to be able to transfer
information faster than usual. Secondly, fiber optic internet enables faster uploading of data which is
required by almost all businesses today.
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Learn all about a fiber optic internet and how to increase business production using it. Also know the
advantages of a fiber optics internet at fiberopticinternet.us.com.
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